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Abst ract - -For  autonomous ordinary differential equations, it is shown that there always exist 
impulsive forcing patterns which permit the existence of periodic solutions. However, when the 
differential equation is nonautonomous, proving the existence of impulsive periodic solutions appears 
more complex. The authors study here an impulsive differential system which appears to have no 
periodic solutions. Continuous manifolds of initial vectors are found for which it is proven that the 
trajectory emanating from each initial vector is unstable, hence, nonperiodic. It is also established 
that a particular type of impulsive periodic solution, the so-called simple periodic motion, cannot 
exist. By changing the type of impulse applied, some periodic solutions are obtained, one of which, 
though not physically meaningful, is perhaps mathematically significant. (~) 2002 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--NIDE---non-autonomous impulsive differential equation, AIDE--autonomous impul- 
sive d.e., Shock-vibro system, Existence of period solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An impulsive evolutionary system consists of a governing differential equation whose solutions 
in the absence of impulse are smooth, but which at discrete instants of time or points in space 
experience jump behaviour, according to prescribed conditions. Thus, the terminology impulsive 
differential equation (IDE) shall henceforth refer to an initial value problem for a governing equa- 
tion, prescribed impulsive jump conditions, and the resulting piecewise smooth solutions. The 
authors were introduced to this topic through the colloquium of reference [1], where Example 1 
of an IDE is given. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
dy k~r k = 0, 1, 2..  (1) d---~--l+y2, t>0,  t¢tk=-- - ,  ., 
y(0) = 0, (2) 
y (tk -{- 0) = y (tk - 0) - 1. (3) 
Of  course, one solution of this system is the saw-tooth, piece-wise smooth,  periodic function 
whose  each tooth is given by 
Yk =tan( t - tk ) ,  tk < t ( tk+l, k =0,1 ,2  .... (4) 
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Many examples of different ypes of IDE are given in reference [1], whereas references [2-4] 
explore the general area. In this paper, the terminology nonautonomous IDE (NIDE) shall refer 
to IDE whose underlying differential equation is not autonomous. It is remarked that some 
authors [1] prefer to call all IDE nonautonomous, regardless of the type of underlying ordinary 
differential equation (ODE). However, if in the absence of impulses, the underlying differential 
equation is autonomous, here the IDE shall be called autonomous (AIDE). 
A natural question to ask is whether there is something special about the above problem 
that insures existence of its periodic solution. Or equivalently, is this equation a representative 
of some larger class of IDE which admits periodic solutions? Experience with the difficulties 
which arise [5,6] in proving the existence of periodic solutions to various nonlinear equations 
leads one to expect he same here. However, for the case where in the absence of impulse, the 
governing equation would be considered autonomous, and assuming existence of a convenient 
oracle capable of specifying appropriate impulses, it is seen that for AIDE, periodic solutions are 
readily obtainable. 
This may not be true, in the case where there is no oracle, or if in the absence of impulses, 
the governing equation is nonautonomous. In Section 3, there is studied an example of a nona~- 
tonomous IDE which appears to have no impulsive periodic solution, for the particular impulse 
condition considered. 
It is to be noted that the explicit presence of a physical time variable in the differential equation, 
in a causal setting, prohibits imposition of arbitrary jumps in state vector. Thus, for causal NIDE, 
no all-powerful oracle is available. 
2. EX ISTENCE OF PER/ODIC  SOLUTIONS 
TO AUTONOMOUS IDE  
Lemma 1, the proof of which is obvious, can be used to construct avariety of impulsive periodic 
solutions, by starting with an ODE which is known to have a differentiable solution over some 
interval 0 < t < T. Such solutions might be useful in health-care situations whose treatment 
requires radiation therapy where there is a limit on how much radiation can be absorbed without 
damage to the patient. A case is envisioned where waveform amplitude is limited due to concern 
for the patient, but some orderly pattern of radiation intensity over longer time intervals is 
appropriate. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that there is a differentiable vector function y = y(t), which is a solution of 
the initial value problem 
dy 
d--t = f (Y) '  y(O÷) = Yo, (5) 
on the interval 0 < t < T.  Then, the translation H = y(t - T) is a solution of 
dH 
dt = f (g ) ,  (6) 
H(T + O) = YO, (7) 
on the interval v < t < r + T. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the hypotheses of  Lemma 1 are satisfied. Wi th  to -- O, consider the 
sequence of  t imes tk, k -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  P defined by tk ---- tk-1 ÷ (~k-1, where, except for size restriction, 
the numbers {0 < 5l < T : l = 0,1, . . . ,  P - 1} are arbitrary. Construct an IDE  over the interval 
0 ~ t ~ tp  according to 
dy 
d-~ -~ f (Y) '  
y(0+) = yo, 
y(tk ÷ O) = Ik(tk -- 0), k = O, 1 ,2 , . . . , P -  1, 
(s) 
(9) 
(10) 
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where the td h impulse Ik(tk -- O) = YO always resets y(tk + O) to the initial value. To extend the 
IDE periodically, choose for each integer k > P, that number 5m whose index m is identified by 
the modulo P relation m = k - 1, mod(P),  and set impulse conditions according to 
tk = t~-i + 5m, (11) 
Yk = Ik(tk -- O) = YO. (12) 
Then the solution o£ the extended IDE is a periodic, piecewise continuous function, with impulsive 
jumps at each tk > O. 
PROOF. By hypothesis, the ODE has a smooth solution y(t) on (0,T), which satisfies y(0+) = Y0- 
By Lemma 1, for each nonnegative integer k, the translation H(t)  = y(t - tk )  is a solution on 
tk ( t ( tk + T which satisfies H(tk + O) ~- Yo. Therefore, since tk+l < tk + T, the ODE has 
a solution on (tk, tk+l) which satisfies y(tk + O) = Yo. The collection of these translates atisfies 
the differential equation away from points of impulse, and the jumps are correct at the instants 
of impulse. Clearly, by the method of choice of the tk, k > P, this solution is periodic of period 
r = tp, and can be periodically extended to domain t < 0. 
REMARKS. Example 1 emerges from Theorem 1 by setting P = 1 and choosing Ik(tk -- O) = O, 
with f(Y),Yo as in equations (1)-(3). It is clear that an uncountable number of IDE having 
a periodic solution exist, simply by choosing the P values of the above points of impulse an 
uncountable number of distinct ways. It is also clear that the above procedure could be modified 
so as to accommodate impulses which do not necessarily return y(t) to its initial value. 
3. NONEXISTENCE OF  PERIODIC  SOLUTIONS 
TO A V IBRO-SHOCK N IDE 
Consider the forced vibro-shock system 
d2y 
dt 2 = -y  + sin(2t), t > to, (13) 
y(to + O) = Yo, (14) 
y' (to + 0) = v0, (15) 
y ' ( tk+O)=- -y ' ( tk - -O) ,  y( tk - -0 )=0,  k=l ,2  . . . . .  (16) 
The physical origin of the velocity impulse condition is the assumption that a baffle is placed 
at fixed location y = 0, with an absolute lastic impact condition v(t + O) -- -v ( t  - 0) imposed 
whenever a trajectory experiences a zero in the y-coordinate, where v = y'(t). 
In the absence of forcing, impulsive solutions for such problems have been studied in [4], where 
the baffle position is allowed to be arbitrary. There, it is seen that all solutions are periodic, 
some of natural east period 2~r, and others of impulsively induced, lesser least period. 
Here, with a baffle placed at the origin, piecewise continuous olutions of the forced nonau- 
tonomous impulsive volutionary system are studied, employing numerical and analytical tech- 
niques in the (y, v) phase plane. Conjecture 1 below is motivated by numerical insights. 
CONJECTURE 1. Every phase-plane trajectory of the impulsive system is unstable, with transit 
time between successive impulses approaching lr, as the time of impulse tk, approaches infinity. 
Analytical support for Conjecture 1 is given by Theorem 2 below, which shows that for many 
trajectories the transit time between impulses is exactly It. For unstable trajectories, or as 
[(y0,vo)] becomes large, trajectory behaviour asymptotically approaches that of the unforced 
system, where for the baffle at the origin, time between impulses is exactly 7r for all trajectories. 
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THEOREM 2. Consider the phase-plane linear manifolds 
{( 2 } 
S H = y, V) : V = --~, y = Y0 < 0 , 
SV= {(y ,v ) :V=Vo>O,  y=0}.  
(17) 
(18) 
Each phase-plane trajectory emanating from SHUSv at time t = 0 is unstable, with successive 
impacts at the baffle occurring with a time separation of lr, and characterized by a velocity growth 
between impacts of [Vk+l[ = [Vk[ + 4/3. 
PROOF. Trajectories which leave the baffle at time t with velocity v0 whose first return occurs 
at time t ÷ 7r with velocity Vl satisfy one of the relations 
or  
4 cos2(t), V 1 = - -V  0 - -  
4 sin2(t), Vl  ---- - -V0  ÷ 
cos(t) # 0, (19) 
sin(t) -J: 0. (20) 
These relations are obtained from smooth solutions satisfying the four conditions: y(t) -- 0; v(t) 
= v0; y(t + 7r) = O, v(t + 7r) = vl. Clearly, simultaneous satisfaction of both relations leads to a 
contradiction. 
But, trajectories emanating from SH at t ---- 2J1r, J an integer, have successive baffle impacts 
at odd integer multiples of ~r/2. Consequently, for such trajectories the relation 
4 
vl = -v0 + ~, v0 < 0 implies (21) 
4 
[Vk+ll = I~1 + ~. (22) 
This proves instability in the growth of the velocity component values Vk = v(tk +0), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
resulting from successive impulses. 
Also, trajectories emanating from Sv at t = 2 J r ,  J an integer, have successive baffle impacts 
at even integer multiples of 7r. Thus, the relation 
4 
Vl = -v0 3' v0 > 0. (23) 
After accounting for the impulse, this implies 
4 
IVk+ll = Iv~l + ~. (24) 
Instability in the growth of the velocity component vk resulting from successive impulses again 
occurs. | 
4. NONEXISTENCE OF IMPULS IVE  
S IMPLE  PERIODIC  SOLUTIONS 
When the underlying ODE of an IDE possesses periodic trajectories, of necessity, the phase- 
plane path is a closed curve. If it happens that by cutting off a continuous egment of such a 
phase-plane path, and by imposition of appropriate impulses, the remainder of the phase-plane 
path becomes the trajectory of an impulsive periodic solution, such a solution is called a simple 
impulsive periodic solution (SIPS). 
There is considered in [4] the case where the forcing term is omitted from the vibro-shock 
IDE studied in Section 3, but where the baffle position is arbitrary. Not surprisingly, due to the 
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perfect symmetry which these trajectories possess, all solutions of the resulting IDE are either 
SIPS, or else natural periodic motions of the nonimpulsive system. It is intended to show that in 
the presence of forcing, where there is not as much symmetry present, such SIPS are impossible 
unless the baffle is placed at positions y = 1/3 or y = -1 /3 .  This result appears to strengthen 
the instability Conjecture 1, since SIPS cannot exist when the baffle is at the origin. 
In seeking means to construct SIPS of the forced IDE, is there a trajectory F : [y(t), v(t)] of 
the underlying nonimpulsive ODE, and times T, T, which meet the following conditions. 
1. y(T +T)  = y(T),V(T + T) = -v(r ) .  
2. ForO<5<T,y(T+T+5)#y( r+T) .  
3. The function H = y(t~T) is a solution of the underlying ODE. 
4. The solutions y(t), H(t) trace the same phase-plane path, albeit, at different imes. 
Clearly, if T = r ,  Conditions 3 and 4 are met, for any y(t). Condition 1 can be met for 7 = ~r/4 
or T = 37r/4, if and only if y(t) is chosen as one of 
1 sin(2t), yl(t) = A(sin(t) - cos(t)) - 5 
or 
1 sin(2t), y2(t) = A(sin(t) + cos(t)) - 5 
1 (25) 
Y =~,  
where the constant A can be chosen such that Condition 2 is satisfied. 
If trajectories yl(t) start at t = 0 on the line v + y = -2 /3 ,  then Conditions 1, 3, and 4 will 
be valid. For Condition 2 to be satisfied, a sufficient condition is that v(0) must be excluded 
from the strip -3 /4  < v < -43/64.  Since, for fixed A, trajectories corresponding to y2(t) are 
reflections in the v-axis (and t-axis) of those corresponding to yl(t), it is seen that with the 
exclusion of the strip 43/64 < v < 3/4, trajectories starting at t = 0 on the line v - y = -2 /3  will 
satisfy Conditions 1-4. We emphasize that the strip condition is numerically obtained, hence, 
it might possibly be sharpened slightly. There emerges the following result on existence and/or 
nonexistence of SIPS for the forced vibro-shock system. 
THEOREM 3. Assume F : Iv(t), y(t)] is a smooth trajectory of the the nonimpulsive ODE which 
satisfies Conditions 1-4. By focusing on a piece of this trajectory as part of an impulsive tra- 
jectory, ff the single ba///e IDE has the baffle placed at position y = y(7-), the condition of 
perfectly elastic reflection at the bathe then guarantees existence of SIPS whose trajectory starts 
at t = 0 on one of the lines v±y = -2 /3  and periodically retraces the phase-plane point set 
[(y(t), v(t)) : T + v < t < T + 2T]. Thus, SIPS exist iff the bathe is placed at y = ±1/3 and each 
existing SIPS has period ~. 
PROOF. If Conditions 1-4 are met by trajectory = y(t) of the underlying ODE, then one-half 
the time spent by a particle motion traversing it (without impulse) is spent during the interval 
- (T  - T) < t < r. But, in the presence of a baffle at y = y(~-), at time r, the first impulse 
transfers particle motion to what would be the phase point corresponding to value y(r  + T) of the 
nonimpulsive motion, which same point corresponds to value y ( -T  + T). By Conditions 1-4 (see 
Figure 2), the impulsive trajectory must then forever epeat the phase-plane path corresponding 
to the half-trajectory of the nonimpulsive motion which contains the point [y(0), v(0)]. | 
COMMENTS. Provided there is no baffle contact during the interval T < t < T + T, the latter half 
of nonimpulsive trajectories atisfying Conditions 1, 3, and 4 also serves for forming SIPS which 
start initially at times to satisfying r < to <: v + T. 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
The capabilities of program MATLAB from MathWorks [7] are used in order to obtain graphical 
representations of some interesting trajectories of the forced IDE studied previously. Figure 1 
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illustrates the possibility that a nonimpulsive trajectory of the underlying ODE may intersect 
itself (the nonautonomous a pect). As the energy inherent in the initial vector (Y0, v0) becomes 
large, the trajectories bifurcate to single loop behaviour. Of course, trajectories of the NIDE are 
composed of pieces from trajectories of the nonimpulsive ODE. 
O.S 
0.4 
0.2 
> 0 
-O.2 
-0.4~  
-0.6 
-0.8 
-0,4 -0.2 0 
Y 
f 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
Figure 1. A self-intersecting trajectory. 
PHASE PLANE PERIODIC TRAJECTORY 
i i i i -41S .-4 -31.5 -3 -21.5 -2 -11,5 -1 -ol.s 
Figure 2. SIPS resulting from baffle placement y ---- -1/3. 
Figures 2-4 show typical SIPS obtained with the baffle at y -- -1/3.  (The fact that the starting 
and stopping points do not appear to be on the same vertical line is a result of unequal increments 
in the independent variable used at cutoff.) For larger initial particle energy, no looping occurs, 
as it does for smaller initial energy. Figure 5 shows how too many baffle intersections can spoil 
the broth when the strip condition is valid, which voids Condition 2 for SIPS. It is possible that 
the other half of such a trajectory can, in this case, be used to construct a SIPS, and sometimes 
both half-trajectories can so be used (see Figures 6 and 7, with baffle placed at y = 1/3). 
Finally, Figure 8 shows a nonphysical SIPS obtained when the impulsive position reversal 
condition y(t + 0) = -y( t  - 0) discussed in the next section is employed. The particle starts 
initially at point A, completely traverses the closed phase-plane path in time 27r, impulsively 
jumps to point B, completely traverses the path in another 27r units, then impulsively jumps 
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Figure 3. SIPS experiencing loop formation. 
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PHASE PLANE PERIOOIC TRAJECTORY 
--..... 
-0.3 
Figure 4. Loop growth under change in parameter A. 
O.E 
0.,4 
0.~ 
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-0.~ 
-0.4 
BAFFLE COLLISIONS TOO NUMEROUS FOR PERIODICITY 
J 
0 4 -0.35 -0 3 -0.25 -0.2 -0.15 
Figure 5. SIPS precluded by satisfaction of the strip condition. 
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PHASE PLANE PERIODIC TRAJECTORY 
/ 
-2 
-3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 
Figure 6. SIPS (left half-trajectory) with baffle at I/= 1/3. 
OTHER HALF TRAJECTORY 
J 
i i 
o:s ~ ,:5 2 ~.~ 
Figure 7. SIPS (matching right half-trajectory) with baffle at y = 1/3. 
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Figure 8. SIPS with acaussl skips AB and BA. 
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back to point A. The process now periodically repeats, giving an impulsive solution of period 4~r, 
albeit, nonphysical. 
6. A V IBRO-SHOCK N IDE WITH NONPHYSICAL  IMPULSE 
Suppose we now consider the NIDE vibro-shock problem with an altered impulse condition 
d2y 
y(tk + 0) = -y ( tk  - 0), 
dr---- ~ - -y  + sin(2t), t > 0, (27) 
y(0+)  = y0 < 0, (2s) 
2 
y'(O+) - 3' (29) 
tk=2kTr, k=1,2 , . . . ,  ( t0=0) .  (30) 
Because the oracle in prescribing the impulse condition has overstepped powers of the physical 
world in which the vibro-shock problem has its being, the solution is not physically meaningful. 
Still, this example provides a significant indication of the kind of interesting phenomena which 
can occur in studying IDE. Even though not meaningful with regard to vibro-shock systems, it 
is possible there may be other physical systems where this could be of interest. 
The solution emerging from the modified impulse condition can be exactly described. But first, 
some groundwork is needed. 
LEMMA 3. If, in the absence of impulse, y(t) is a smooth solution of the above differential 
equation, then so also is Y = y(t + 7r). Moreover, these two solutions provide alternate parametric 
representations of the same phase-plane point set. 
PROOF. Clearly, y(t) and Y(t)  = y(t + T) are both solutions of Q" + Q = F(t) if and only if one 
is a solution and T is a period of F(t). Moreover, the difference 
X(t )  = Y t+ - y t + ~ , -T r<t<Tr ,  (31) 
of alternate parameterizations of the two curves satisfies 
x"  + x = o, x (o )  = x ' (o )  = o. (32) 
Thus, the two parametric urves represent the same point set in the phase plane. | 
By employing the results of Lemma 3, the solution to the NIDE with modified impulse condition 
consists of particle motion which jumps between trajectories y(t) and Y(t)  when an impulse is 
encountered, while completely traversing one of the two paths between impulses. The solution is 
1 
y(t) = Yo cos(t) - ~ sin(2t), t2k < t < t2k+l, (33) 
1 2 .. y(t) = --yoCos(t) -- ~s in ( t ) ,  t2k+l < t < t2k+2, k = 0,1,.. (34) 
The solution is periodic, of least period 47r. This is a striking contrast o the case where no 
periodic solutions exist, when the causal velocity reversal impulse is used in conjunction with 
having the baffle at the origin. Figure 8 portrays a phase plane view of the impulsive trajectory. 
Actually, the condition that impulses occur at multiples of 27r can be broadened, and even 
more interesting SIPS occur. Suppose that instead, impulses y(tk+) = --y(tk) are required to 
occur whenever v(tk) = -2/3.  There results two separate SIPS, each of which repetitively traces 
one-half of the above phase-space path. Depending upon whether the trajectory starts initially 
at Point A or Point B, the outer loop or, respectively, the inner loop, is traced repetitively, with 
jumps between A and B. There results two distinct families of SIPS, of period ~r. 
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7. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Some interesting results for the vibro-shock NIDE problem are presented. Intensive numeri- 
cal calculation of trajectories has produced only unstable solutions characterized by unbounded 
growth. Analytical studies have produced strong evidence (see Theorems 2 and 3) that  solutions 
of this problem are unstable. However, this remains an open question, subject to continuing 
investigation. If there are impulsive periodic solutions, since SIPS do not exist, these solutions 
must be composed of pieces from multiple nonimpulsive periodic solutions, with a periodic return, 
at a t ime which is some multiple of r ,  to the initial point. This condition appears difficult to 
satisfy. 
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